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Abstract— many file sharing systems exists today. The
abundance of content on the web is in itself a huge problem to
comprehend.
The existence and wide scale use of peer-to-peer file sharing
systems, which let users share files, folders, directors to entire
drives makes the problem of finding relevant information a
daunting task.
With the increasing number of file sharing systems, there are
challenges in providing users with useful recommendations
about interesting products and services, which suit their tastes
and behaviors.
In this paper we propose a simple, extensible Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) based content recommendation architecture.

II. MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENT
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing number of file sharing systems, there
are challenges in providing users useful recommendations
about interesting products and services. Peer-to-peer file
sharing systems, just due to their distributed nature operate
at high speeds so transmission of data is usually easy
difficult is the task of finding relevant information. The
main advantage of such systems is their high availability,
independent of geographical location and time.
Peer-to-peer file sharing systems can be classified as,
 • Pure peer-to-peer systems
 • Hybrid peer-to-peer systems
Peer-to-peer systems pose unique challenges, in that the
volume of data is enormous [1]. Identifying relevant
information can be done effectively using content
recommender systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section-2
describes the Motivation and Requirement. Section-3
describes the System Architecture of the system. Section-4
describes the Architecture Views. Section-5 describes the
implementation of the system; Section-6 describes
Visualization sub-system, followed by the conclusion, future
work and acknowledgements.
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A modification to the currently working version of a popular
open source peer-to-peer file sharing system was thought of.
DC++ is the system into which addition of the functionality
to get recommended downloads is envisioned [2].
Recommendations are planned to be provided on the basis
of the users association with other users on the network.
Associations are extracted from the client log files and
server log files.
Based on the past history of downloads and users
association with other users, relevant files are to be
recommended for users to access / download.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The platform used for the p2p content recommendation
systems implementation is DC++, Direct Connect++. Direct
Connect is a peer-to-peer file sharing network but it uses a
central server.
A. The Users
The users of file sharing systems seldom reveal any
information about themselves. The usual information
revealed is only the users IP Address and the users Nick
name.
As an input, the current Nick name of the user, who is
requesting for the download, is given along with the level of
associations he is looking for.
In DC++ terminology, there are two types of users that may
be present on the hub at any time,
 • Active users
 • Passive users
Connectivity modes too differ; there are two types of
connection methods,
 • Passive mode
 • Active mode
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Passive mode is the simplest mode to use but it has a
drawback, it has limitations in connectivity (passive users
cannot connect to other passive users). It also causes strain
on hubs as all passive mode communication must go
through the hub. This mode is therefore a compatibility
mode and is only used if active mode cannot be used at any
time.
Active method is the "standard" way of connecting to others
but depending on the network topology, it may be difficult
to enable.

A "hub" is a piece of software that routes chat and search
requests / results and facilitates clients to connect to each
other. It's not called a server because it doesn't share any
files. All file transfers are being made directly between
respective clients, not through the hub.
D. The Log Files
The DC++ system has a logging feature both at ‘Hub’ /
Server side as well as at individual user ‘client’ level. Log
files are regularly generated and are updated on any activity
by the users on the file-sharing network. The logs files are
used to generate a set of user communications based on
private messages as well as the files they have downloaded.

B. The Association between Users
Level of association recursively defines friends, friends of
friends etc.
Example – Say user A is associated with user B, user B is
associated with user C and so on.
Then for user A, his first level associations includes user B,
his level-two associations include user C and so on.
In order to provide content recommendations to user, the
associations of the user are identified. Further associations
are recursively found as 1st, 2nd level and so on till the level
specified, associated nick-names are identified and their
downloaded files are provided to the user in the order as
follows • 1st level association downloads,
 • 2nd level association downloads,
 • 3rd level association downloads, and so on.

The private message details are obtained by parsing the
server log file while the download associations are obtained
by parsing the individual client log files.
Downloads are one way associations wherein one user
downloads from the other while private message details are
logged only if there has been at least one two way
communication (association) between the two users, i.e. if
user- A sends a message to user B and user B replies back to
user A.
E. The Server Log File
The ‘Hub’ (server) logs all requests for search, download
and chat requests-response sessions.

C. The Platform
DC++ is a free open-source, ad and spy-ware-free client,
written in C++ for the Direct Connect protocol. DC++
allows users to share files and chat over the Internet /
Intranet with other users.
Direct Connect defines the servers as Hub’s. Clients connect
to a central hub and that hub feature a list of clients or users
connected to it. Users can then search for files to download,
or chat with other users present (on that server).
Clients connect to a central hub and that hub features a list
of clients or users connected to it.
Therefore DC is a combination of client server as well as
peer to peer. Initially users connect to a central server
wherein all shared files and all online users at that time can
bee seen. All private chats are also routed through the
hub/server. When the user has to download a file, it is
downloaded directly from the client, at this point of time; it
becomes a peer-to-peer network.
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Figure 1. The Server Log file
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The server logs all the commands that are issued as response
to user generated requests. A sample set of commands are as
under,
$To: <othernick> From: <nick> $<<nick>> <message>|
$Version <version>|
$Key <calculated key>|
$ValidateNick <nick>|
$Search <ip>:<port> <searchstring>
$Search Hub:<requestornick> <searchstring>
$MyINFO $ALL <nick> <description>$
$<connection><flag>$<e-mail>$<sharesize>$|
$GetNickList|
$Supports <feature1>[ <feature2>[ <featureN>]]|
$ConnectToMe <SenderNick> <RemoteNick>
<SenderIp>:<SenderPort>
$RevConnectToMe <ClientNick> <TargetNick>|
F. The Client Log File
The client also has a log feature to log the users actions
invoked through the client software. The log file in the ‘hub’
server only contains the download information for the
passive user as it is routed through the hub.
In passive connection mode, DC++ will only make
outbound connections to other users. All searches will be
sent through the hub, and search results will be returned
through the hub as well.

Each record/entry in the client log file has the following
fields,
 Timestamp of the download
 File downloaded along with the exact extension
from
 where it is downloaded
 name of the person (DC nick) from whom the file
is being downloaded
 speed of download
 time for the download
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE VIEWS
The system functionality on both the Server side and the
Client Side is depicted as below.
A. Server Side functionality
The Server Log file is processed to identify various
components namely, commands, associations between users,
private messaging patterns between users, the Nickname to
IP Address mapping, Active users, Passive users as follows.
Get Server Log
File

Since the server files contains information only of the
passive user downloads, the client log files were also
required so as to tap all the files downloaded from other
users, which would later be used in generating content to be
recommended. A sample of the client log file is as under.

Parse Server
Log File

Get Commands

Get
Associations

Get Associations
by Private
Messages

Get Nick -to- IP
Address

Get Passive
User

Get Active User
Associations

Figure 3. The Server side Functionality

The Client Log file is also processed to identify the
remaining user specific components namely, downloaded
files, which file downloaded from which user, users
association with other users in the system, file lists from
client machine, users which have been marked as favorite,
as shown below.

Figure 2. The Client Log file
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recommendation system and also
recommended for access / download.

Get Client Log
File

view

content

VI. GRAPHICAL VISUALISATIONS OF ASSOCIATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Parse Client Log
File

Get Downloads

Get file list from
user machine

The Visualizations involved are depicted using the NS2
Network Simulator [3, 4]. This simulator is used with C++
and TCL (Tool Command Language) [5, 6].

Get all Downloads
from all users

Get Associations
between Users

Get updates to the
file list

Get Favorite
Users

We wrote an interface which takes in the details as
mentioned above and generates the resultant TCL code to be
used with NS2.

Figure 4. The Client side Functionality

The TCL file has two parts, namely,
 The Structure (Static) part
 The Behavior (Dynamic) part

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Architecture of the Visualisation sub-system

The entire system was implemented in C++, so as be
compatible with the existing DC++ system. The system was
implemented in three stages as explained below.
STAGE 1 – Server Side Log Parsing
1. Get all the unique commands in the Log File.
2. Get the association between the <Nick—Name> and their
corresponding <IP—Address>.
3. Get the associations between users who are
communicating using private messaging system.

The visualization sub-system is developed in two stages, the
‘structure part’ and the ‘behavior part’.
 The structure part is static; as in the information herein
does not change over time.
 The behavior part is dynamic; the information herein
depicts the associations (both one and two way)
between users.
Get IP’s and Nicks

STAGE 2 – Client Side Log Parsing
1. Get all the download association from the particular user
with other users.
2. Get all the downloaded files from all users, it is retrieved
in the format, <nick-name> and <Downloaded-File>
3. Identify two-way associations between users.
STAGE 3 – Generating Content Recommendations
From the results of processing the Server Log and Client
Log,
1. Generate Recommendations to the user in question.
2. Remove duplicates from the recommendation system.
3. Give suggested content recommendations to the user.

Get Active Nicks

Get position
Information

Get Associations
with Users

Get details of
nicks as nodes

Generate TCL File

Figure 5. The Visualisation system Functionality

All the processing is done using C++ programming
language to make it directly compatible with the existing
code of DC++.
The server module runs on the server and communicates
with the client modules running on various client machines.

The structure (static) part consists of,
 The nodes (users)
 The positioning of the nodes on the graph spatially as
per their geographic locations
 Names of the nodes

The code has been incorporated as a separate module in the
DC++ source code. On the User Interface, a separate button
has been created, which allows the user to invoke the

The behavior (dynamic) part consists of,
 Plotting one-way associations between nodes
 Plotting two-way associations between nodes
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The C++ code results in a TCL file as shown below.

Figure 8. The run time view in NS2
Figure 6. The Structure file created in TCL

The real time operation of the system is as depicted below.

The behavior (dynamic) part is plotted over the static part.

Figure 9. The system in full scale operation
Figure 7. The TCL file run in NS2

CONCLUSION

The dynamic plot with associations between users is as
shown below.

In this paper we have proposed the design and shown the
implementation of a simple, extensible P2P content
recommendation system which is very scalable.
The key point in the system is identifying various levels of
associations between users. We have identified four types of
associations that exist between users of any P2P system.
These associations are effectively and efficiently to generate
user focused content recommendations.
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FUTURE WORK
Future work includes implementing the same system for
users on the move. The system is very light in weight which
makes it very easy to implement the same on Laptops,
portable devices and mobile phones.
For laptops, the system can be used to recommend available
wireless networks, product recommendations etc. For
mobile phones, the system can be used to recommend
ringing tones, wallpapers, logos etc.
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